
Movian - Bug #2291
Regression in HLS player on some links (All platforms)
10/24/2014 05:36 AM - Anonymous

Status: Fixed Start date: 10/24/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.10
Found in version: 4.7.384 Platform: PS3
Description

Hi everyone /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png many thanks to  Andreas Öman

sorry if this is wrong section to explain my issue with showtime and sorry for my bad English _

I want to watch Live tv channels by PS3, unfortunately I didn't find a plugins for IPTV to add steaming links manually 
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png

so what I did I have added these links in showtime's bookmarks

rtmp://play1.bein-tv.com/live//bein1.www.Bein-tv.com

rtmp://www.teledunet.net/teledunet?idu=06.8769990179E+11//mbc_4

http://38.99.146.36:7777/EuroNews_HD/EuroNews_High.m3u8

the first two links didn't work at all gave me message (unable to connect to rtmp stream)

the last one worked for less than minute then picture freeze

note all those links working fine in VLC Player on windows

I hope to fix the problem if possible

thanks

Related issues:
Related to Bug # 2247: UI elements affect aspect ratio when HLS player switch... Rejected 08/29/2014

History
#1 - 10/26/2014 01:20 AM - Anonymous

Hi everyone /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png many thanks to Andreas Öman

sorry if this is wrong section to explain my issue with showtime and sorry for my bad English _

I want to watch Live tv channels by PS3, unfortunately I didn't find a plugins for IPTV to add steaming links manually 
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png

so what I did I have added these links in showtime's bookmarks

rtmp://play1.bein-tv.com/live//bein1.www.Bein-tv.com
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rtmp://www.teledunet.net/teledunet?idu=06.8769990179E+11//mbc_4

http://38.99.146.36:7777/EuroNews_HD/EuroNews_High.m3u8

the first two links didn't work at all gave me message (unable to connect to rtmp stream)

the last one worked for less than minute then picture freeze

note all those links working fine in VLC Player on windows

I hope to fix the problem if possible

thanks

#2 - 10/26/2014 10:04 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from trying to watch tv (IPTV) through ps3 to Regression in HLS player on some links (All platforms)
- Target version set to 4.8
- Found in version changed from latest version of showtime bleeding edge to 4.7.384

First two RTMP links are listed in another issue but HLS links are IMHO regression

http://online.video.rbc.ru/online/rbctv_480p/index.m3u8
http://38.99.146.36:7777/EuroNews_HD/EuroNews_High.m3u8

#3 - 10/26/2014 09:25 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Invalid

The http://online.video.rbc.ru/online/rbctv_480p/index.m3u8 seems completely broken server-side. Sometimes it just returns a different channel.
Look here:

The other one is geo-protected.

andoma@brinstar:~/showtime (master) $ curl -L http://online.video.rbc.ru/online/rbctv_480p/index.m3u8
#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-VERSION:3
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:600010
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:5
#EXTINF:5.080,
http://e5.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355006000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e5.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355011000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e5.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355015000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e5.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355019000.ts
andoma@brinstar:~/showtime (master) $ curl -L http://online.video.rbc.ru/online/rbctv_480p/index.m3u8
#EXTM3U
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#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:4
#EXT-X-ALLOW-CACHE:YES
#EXT-X-VERSION:3
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:353588751
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://am2.video.rbc.ru/i/480p_1@119640/segment353588751_480_av-p.ts?sd=4&rebase=on
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://am2.video.rbc.ru/i/480p_1@119640/segment353588752_480_av-p.ts?sd=4&rebase=on
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://am2.video.rbc.ru/i/480p_1@119640/segment353588753_480_av-p.ts?sd=4&rebase=on
andoma@brinstar:~/showtime (master) $ curl -L http://online.video.rbc.ru/online/rbctv_480p/index.m3u8
#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-VERSION:3
#EXT-X-MEDIA-SEQUENCE:600010
#EXT-X-TARGETDURATION:5
#EXTINF:5.080,
http://e4.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355006000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e4.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355011000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e4.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355015000.ts
#EXTINF:4.000,
http://e4.online.video.rbc.ru/online2/rbctv_480p/1414355019000.ts

#4 - 10/27/2014 06:03 AM - Leonid Protasov

Strange as rbc plays well in vlc...

#5 - 10/27/2014 07:56 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Invalid to Accepted
- Target version deleted (4.8)

vlc sees the same issue though..

[0x7fbd78c04fb8] ts demux error: libdvbpsi (PSI decoder): TS duplicate (received 0, expected 1) for PID 4097
[0x7fbd78c04b48] httplive stream error: gap in sequence numbers found: new=353598226 expected 609487
[0x7fbd78c04fb8] ts demux error: libdvbpsi (PSI decoder): TS discontinuity (received 2, expected 1) for PID 0
[h264 @ 0x7fbd78e0c500] mmco: unref short failure
[0x7fbd78c04b48] httplive stream error: gap in sequence numbers found: new=609489 expected 353598229
[0x7fbd78c04fb8] ts demux error: libdvbpsi (PSI decoder): TS discontinuity (received 0, expected 5) for PID 0
[0x7fbd78c04fb8] ts demux error: libdvbpsi (PSI decoder): TS duplicate (received 0, expected 1) for PID 4097
[0x7fbd78c04fb8] ts demux error: libdvbpsi (PSI decoder): TS duplicate (received 0, expected 1) for PID 0

#6 - 10/29/2014 06:32 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Bug #2247: UI elements affect aspect ratio when HLS player switches between variants (RPi) added
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#7 - 01/04/2015 11:52 AM - Leonid Protasov

RBC stream is ok in 4.8 but Euronews plays with slowed down sound.

#8 - 01/04/2015 01:19 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- Target version set to 4.10
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Links are playable.
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